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Abstract

For video object segmentation (VOS) tasks, Decouple
Associating Objects with Transformer (DeAOT) has been
widely used and achieves outstanding results. Based on
DeAOT, we investigate a more powerful VOS model from
the aspects of more robust feature representation and more
effective long-term memory. A multi-scale gated propaga-
tion matching model (MGPM) is developed to take full use
of multi-scale features. In addition, we design an adaptive
memory bank to get more discriminative features for long-
term target appearance modeling. The adaptive memory
bank performs updating by merging the most similar mem-
orized features based on the similarity between the features
of new coming and old samples. Our solution achieves sec-
ond place in the LSVOS Challenge 2023 Track1: Video Ob-
ject Segmentation.

1. Introduction
The primary objective of video object segmentation is

to delineate prominent objects in the foreground from the
background. This practice holds significant promise across
various applications, particularly as the prevalence of video
content surges in domains like autonomous driving, aug-
mented reality [5], and interactive video editing [4]. This
study centers on the precise segmentation of objects within
videos under a semi-supervised paradigm. In this approach,
initial object segmentation is provided in the first frame,
subsequently guiding the consistent segmentation of these
identified objects throughout the ensuing frames. The per-
sisting challenge lies in the dynamic transformations that
objects undergo over time due to inherent traits and exter-
nal occlusions.

There are several works studying the Semi-supervised
Video Object Segmentation task. The most common way
used by most methods is the matching similarity between
the query frame and the past frames [1, 3, 6, 8]. Within
these methods, the Space-Time Memory Network (STM)
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[6] gives great robustness towards the changes in the ap-
pearance of the targets. The Semi-VOS task [11,13,14] has
made great progress since STM was proposed. However,
STM suffers from memory consumption and heavy compu-
tation. The worse is that multi-target scenarios are general
while STM can only process one target at once, which leads
to repeated calculation. AOT [15] was developed by utiliz-
ing the provided mask as ID to perform multi-target pro-
cessing. AOT associates the objects simultaneously with a
long short-term transformer and a novel ID branch to get
more accurate performance.

However, with the propagation of ID in AOT, the object-
specific information is increased and this will inevitably
lead to the loss of object-agnostic visual information in the
later approach. To solve this problem, DeAOT [16] de-
signed a dual branch for propagating both object-specific
and object-agnostic information. The usage of a memory
bank significantly boosts the performance in various Semi-
VOS datasets [9]. The original DeAOT performs long-term
memory writing every t frame, which lacks the distinction
of the saved features. In order to better model the memory
bank, Xmem [2] proposed a unified feature memory store
by the Atkinson-Shirin memory model.

Inspired by the design of XMem, we proposed an adap-
tive memory bank for boosting the baseline of DeAOT. In a
long-term video, the memory bank should save more dis-
criminative features. As a result, our proposed method
adaptively saves the appearance change of the targets and
effectively saves the computation. Furthermore, the scale
of an object in a video usually changes over time, which is
also a common challenge in Semi-VOS task. Despite the
effective design of DeAOT, only the smallest scale feature
is fed to the GPM block. We argue that this design can not
well suit the changes in the target scale. To tackle this prob-
lem, we propose a multi-scale GPM with a different scale
decoder like HQTrack [17] and PAOT [12] to associate ob-
jects, which sequentially merges feature maps on multiple
scales to decode the object. Compared with the original
GPM, the proposed MGPM totally uses the abundant fea-
ture information from the encoder to propagate.

LSVOS challenge 2023 combines the classic YouTube-



Figure 1. Overall framework of our approach. The left part shows the multi-scale GPM model and the right part depicts the adaptive
memory component.

VOS benchmark with the newly proposed VOST [10]
dataset. VOST focuses on complex object transformations
and huge appearance changes. The proposed memory bank
achieves great improvement on the VOST dataset due to the
saved discriminative features. Moreover, our method shows
its superior performance in the VOS track of the 5th LSVOS
competition with rank 2nd place in the test stages.

2. Method
In this section, we will introduce the technical details

of our method. Since the overall network is the same as
DeAOT, a detailed explanation of DeAOT will not be re-
peated in this technical report. Please refer to DeAOT for
detailed information. The overall architecture of the pro-
posed method will be first shown in Section 2.1, while the
detail will be introduced in Section 2.2.

2.1. Overall Framework

The overall framework illustrated in Fig. 1 follows the
design of encoder-decoder blocks similar to the classical
Segmentation network. The encoder consists of differ-
ent down-sampling scale blocks to get features at different
scales. The multiple-scale features provide abundant infor-
mation for accurate tracking and segmentation.

In the decoder, unlike the FPN module employed in
DeAOT, we propose the MGPM like HQTrack [17] to es-
tablish the multi-scale stages of MSDeAOT. The feature of
each scale map from the encoder is fed into the correspond-
ing stage. The GPM then takes charge of matching the
current embedding with memory embeddings and aggrega-
tion mask information from memory frames. The decoder

blocks finally decode the information from the GPM. In the
memory bank, we design an adaptive update method for the
saved memory embeddings. The proposed memory bank
has a capacity threshold for saving memory. If the saved
frame embeddings in the memory reach the threshold, the
proposed strategy will fuse the similar embeddings and save
the more discriminative embeddings in the memory.

2.2. Adaptive Memory

Long-term memory can effectively avoid the problem of
knowledge forgetting, which is crucial for processing long
videos. The long-term memory in DeAOT just saves the
frame embedding every t frame. PAOT [12] proposed an
updating method of memory bank by adopting the first-in-
first-out strategy. However, the saved frame embeddings
may exhibit significant similarity in the video. To this end,
we propose a method to merge the most similar frame em-
beddings. This method transfers the traditional adjacent
memory to sparse memory and stores more discriminated
features.

In the adaptive memory, we execute memory consolida-
tion by merging tokens that exhibit the highest similarity
within neighboring frames, following the methodology in-
troduced in ToMe. Our observation reveals that the frame
embeddings within transformer models inherently encapsu-
late frame information, serving the purpose of computing
cosine similarity (denoted as s)
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Based on the baseline of DeAOT, we choose the saved key



Table 1. Leaderboards of the 5th LSVOS challenge. We rank 2nd place in the competition.

Method Overall Jytvos Jytvostr Jvost Jvosttr

ours 0.651 (1) 0.849 (1) 0.834 (1) 0.527 (1) 0.394 (1)
abcaaa 0.629 (2) 0.846 (2) 0.829 (2) 0.498 (2) 0.343 (4)

volkdown 0.629 (3) 0.844 (3) 0.827 (3) 0.488 (3) 0.355 (3)
warriors 0.627 (4) 0.842 (4) 0.824 (4) 0.484 (4) 0.357 (2)

lonelyqian 0.570 (5) 0.832 (6) 0.816 (6) 0.376 (7) 0.259 (7)

abcaaa 0.651 (1) 0.821 (2) 0.797 (3) 0.566 (1) 0.420 (1)
ours 0.646 (2) 0.823 (1) 0.801 (1) 0.548 (2) 0.414 (2)

Fayewong 0.630 (3) 0.814 (4) 0.798 (2) 0.519 (4) 0.389 (4)
uuyht 0.630 (4) 0.811 (6) 0.782 (7) 0.531 (3) 0.395 (3)

QSYCVTEAM 0.629 (5) 0.812 (5) 0.796 (4) 0.519 (4) 0.389 (4)

Table 2. Ablation results of different modules on the LSVOS test dataset.

Method Overall Jytvos Jytvostr Jvost Jvosttr

PDeAOT 0.629 0.818 0.796 0.522 0.379
AdaMem-DeAOT 0.641 0.822 0.801 0.538 0.401

AdaMem-MSDeAOT 0.646 0.823 0.801 0.548 0.414

to perform frame embedding similarity. We repeat this pro-
cess iteratively until the embedding count matches the pre-
determined value for each consolidation operation.

3. Experiments

In our experiments, we employ DeAOT as our baseline.
SwinTransformer-Base is used as the backbone for the en-
coder. For the decoder, the MSDeAOT model incorporates
GPM modules in multiple stages.

The training process comprises three phases, following
the DeAOT framework. In the first phase, we pre-train
our model using synthetic video sequences generated from
static image datasets by augmentation methods. In the sec-
ond stage, we finetuned our model in YTVOS and DAVIS
[7] datasets as DeAOT. Then, the final model is gotten by
fine-tuning the VOST dataset.

During training, we conducted 8 Tesla V100 GPUs with
a batch size of 16. For pre-training, we use the same setting
as DeAOT. The finetuning step on the VOST dataset is set
to 20000.

3.1. Results

As shown in Table 1, our method achieves an overall
score of 0.646 on the LSVOS 2023 challenge test set (Semi-
VOS track) and ranks the second place.

3.2. Ablation Studys

We conduct extensive ablation studies on the LSVOS test
set. As shown in Table 2, we first use the memory updating

method in PAOT to improve DeAOT, which achieves sig-
nificant performance gains. The proposed adaptive memory
improves the performance on the VOST test datasets, which
verifies the effectiveness of our method. Finally, the MGPM
gets further improvement in overall performance. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the utilization of adaptive
memory and MGPM leads to an increase of both J andJtr

4. Conclusion

In this report, we propose an adaptive memory bank to
maintain long-term target appearance and use the multi-
scale GPM for robust representation, which significantly
improves the performance of DeAOT. We conduct experi-
ments to investigate the effect of different memory strate-
gies on the task of video object segmentation. By adopting
the proposed memory bank and the MGPM, our method
achieves 2nd place in the video object segmentation track
of 5th LSVOS challenge.
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